
Digital Services Committee Minutes 
Tuesday April 26, 2016 - 9:30 am at Morris County Library 
Present: Lesley Karczewski (CHS)-Chair,  MaryLynn Becza (MMT), Phillip Berg (MAIN), Cassidy Charles (MAD), 
Cinthia Levy (MCL), Marina Maffia (FLO), Rachel Pekar (MON),  Amy Puskas (WIP), Robert Schrick(CHA),Karen Vaias 
(BER), Bridget Polanin (MNB), Parinda Desai (DEN), Emily Weisenstein (MAD), Mitch Greenberg (MCL) 
 
BUDGET REVIEW -  Lesley reported that it appeared that we were burning through our 3M budget line at a rapid rate 
just through holds management and purchasing NYT bestsellers. The committee agreed that we should continue with 
this purchasing pattern and revisit the issue at our July meeting. 
 
REVIEW OF CURRENT OFFERINGS   
Zinio: Most members felt that Zinio was well-received by patrons but that use seemed to vary widely from month to 
month. Mary Lynn distributed Zinio flyers that an intern made for the MMT library. She agreed to e-mail the files to the 
committee.  Cassidy said she used Zinio for her “Download and Dine” feature at their Maker Day event. 
3M Cloud: Seems to be growing in popularity despite the disconnect issues between the PAC and the Private Clouds. 
Pronunciator: There doesn’t seem to be much patron interest in Pronunciator although Karen (BER) indicated that it is 
being used for ESL instruction and Phil (MAIN) said that MAIN has pitched it to the Literacy Volunteers of America. Karen 
also mentioned that she had heard that they are bringing back Rosetta Stone as an EBSCO product. Phil had some 
Pronunciator swag to hand out and said that any library can create their own marketing materials on the Pronunciator 
website. He will send out details. 
 
3M/POLARIS UPDATE  -  Lesley reported that, as everyone is aware, the Polaris upgrade did not resolve the disconnect 
between the PAC and the private clouds. She and Phil have a conference call with Bibliotheca on Thursday to start 
working through the issues. She said that Bibliotheca is determined to make this work but she is not optimistic since 
they will need the cooperation of Polaris who is less enthusiastic.  
 
It was also reported that Amazon no longer supports its Kindle Fire first generation.  Because of this Bibliotheca is no 
longer supporting it either. There was some discussion about older versions of apps. The Apple app store will offer older 
versions if it determines that your device is not compatible with the newest version. 
 
TRAVELING ROAD SHOW  -  The Travelling Road show needs to get on the road despite the continuing issues with 
3M/Polaris, perhaps because of them. Lesley suggested that part of the workshop should be addressing the top 10 
questions desk staff are likely to encounter. Lesley will send out a Doodle Poll to set up a separate meeting of members 
interested in participating in the show.   
 
NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2016 AND 2017  -  Many products were discussed. The following will be pursued for 2016: 
EBSCO Historical Primary Source Materials: The cost is a one-time fee of $5,500 to purchase the materials and 
something like a $100 annual maintenance fee. Karen asked Phil if these items can be put in the catalog since this would 
be key to enabling our patrons to find them. All agreed that they could be a valuable resource particularly for students 
and genealogists. Phil will find out more about integration of the product with our catalog and current EBSCO products. 
Tumblebooks: now has consortium pricing. Phil got input from MAYS who feels this is a good product for the picture 
book set but that older kids need to be steered to the Cloud. Phil will set up a demo/webinar for the committee. 
Naxos: streaming classical and jazz. Phil says it’s pretty cheap and he will call to get pricing. 
SiteCues: previously discussed and approved by the committee, SiteCues is finally coming out of testing at Polaris. Phil 
says the cost is $3,000/yr plus a $500 implementation fee. Karen asked if it was compatible with mobile devices and Phil 
will find out. The Committee voted unanimously to proceed with installation on the MAIN test server and 
implementation. 
 
Products the committee would like to explore for 2017 are: 
ComixPlus & Video Games from Recorded Books. We want to wait until RB has released and perfected their “all-in-one” 
app first. 
Intercept & Simply Map from RefUSA. These are tools for our business customers. The plan would be to get the Morris 
County Chamber of Commerce (of which MAIN is now a member) to help fund these products. It was also agreed that at 



the RefUSA training that MAIN will be conducting for these patrons, we should push the EBSCO Legal Business Reference 
Center and Small Business Reference Center. 
Lynda.com, SELF-e: Several libraries were interested but on the whole most members thought their libraries wouldn’t 
make enough use of it to justify the expense. 
 
It was agreed that the following products would not be pursued on a MAIN-wide basis. Phil will work with the vendors to 
develop discount pricing for interested members. 
Findaway/Playaway Launchpad. There will be a demo in late June of these preloaded tablets for children and adults. 
Phil is looking at a pricing scenario where, once MAIN as an entity had reached a $10,000 purchase threshold, a 20% 
discount would kick in. 
Odilo. This is an e-book platform that is a big player in Europe. It offers a lot of native language content. There will be a 
demo on May 4 at 10 a.m. 
 
Other products discussed but not slated for any decisions at this point were: 
Evanced and/or ReadSquared (is this name correct?) for tracking summer reading club participation. ReadSquared will 
be conducting a demo for MAYS at the Denville Library on 5/20. There was also some discussion about scheduling and 
calendar products. Engaged Patrons was mentioned as a good free or low-cost alternative. 
 
Phil suggested we keep an eye out for LibrariesSimplified.org’s product “Simply E.” This is an organization spearheaded 
by NYPL and federally funded. The product is an aggregator of all e-content purchased by a library brought into a single 
app. It is currently in beta and will be free. 
 
Phil updated the committee on research being done into products such as PatronLink, and various discovery layer 
products that will likely be negotiated by MAIN and made available to interested libraries. 
 
 
Next Meeting  
Tuesday July  26 @ 9:30 am, at MCL 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Lesley Karczewski 


